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Less than 40 Percent of Income is Taxed, Requiring Higher Rates for Everyone
AMT: 0.9%
Standard Deductions: 3.4%
AGI of Untaxed Persons: 4.4%
Other Net Exclusions: 4.7%
Credits: 5.0%
Personal Exemptions: 5.8%

Taxable Income:
39.3%

Employee Benefits: 8.2%
Untaxed Transfers: 8.3%
Itemized Deductions: 9.3%
Unreported AGI: 10.8 %
Source: Tax Foundation

“Thanks to a myriad of tax preferences,
the current system taxes just 40 percent of actual income in the U.S.,” said
Patrick Fleenor, Chief Economist at the
Tax Foundation and author of the new
study. “As a result, income tax rates are
dramatically higher than they could be.”

their financial activities,” said Fleenor.
“This makes no economic sense, but it
does make tax sense. The combination
of high rates and economic distortions
harms the nation’s economic performance and lowers the U.S. standard of
living.”
continued on page 4
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“America is only now beginning to learn the hard lessons of war.
War means sacrifice—sacrifice of lives and of dollars. Unbelievably rich as America has been, we are now discovering that our
wealth is not limitless… This very situation makes it all the more
imperative the waste be eliminated in all levels of government—
federal, state, and local. This is not merely a matter of practical
common sense but raises also an important moral issue. When
governments ask citizens to make unparalleled sacrifices,
they must themselves set the example.”
— A Wartime Approach to the Tax Problem,
Tax Foundation 1943.
Watching Congress and the White House wring their hands over whether or not to
offset the rising costs of Hurricane Katrina with spending cuts, it seems quaint to read
that squeezing out wasteful government spending was once considered patriotic.
During World War II, with government asking Americans to recycle tires and
live on ration coupons, groups like the Tax Foundation fanned out across the
country to help citizens organize watchdog groups to monitor wasteful spending
at the federal, state, and local levels. By 1943, there were taxpayer associations in
34 states and 150 cities with good-government slogans including: “War Means—
The Tax Dollar Must Go Further” and “Enlist Your State and Community in the
Drive for Honest Government.”
To help stimulate public interest in the effort, groups like the Jaycees offered
cash prizes “for the most original and most complete programs which have effected the saving of public funds.” First Prize $50, Second Prize $25, Third Prize
$10. Citizens were then encouraged to send away for organizational kits to start
their own watchdog group.
These citizens understood that runaway spending would both saddle them with
higher debt and eventually lead to a higher tax bill. One war-era organizational
flyer in the Tax Foundation archives encourages citizens to join a taxpayer
group because, “Every time Congress spends a billion, your family’s eventual
obligations jump $43. Ten billion and you’re obligated for $430.”
Of course, that was a time when $1 billion was real money. Today, some are
saying that Washington’s contribution to the rebuilding of the Gulf region
could top $250 billion—nearly $2,800 for every taxpayer in America.
These astronomical figures—combined with the continued cost of the Iraq War—
are creating a groundswell of public support for cutting spending in order to finance
the hurricane relief effort. If lawmakers continue to ignore taxpayers’ wishes, they
not only risk appearing out of touch with public sentiment. They’ll also be out of
touch with the American spirit of sacrifice during times of emergency.
			
Sincerely,

			

Scott A. Hodge

Soaring Gas
Prices—and
Gas Taxes

In the wake of Hurricane Katrina’s devastation, drivers have been feeling the
pinch of rising gas prices.
“Record gas prices are constantly in
the headlines,” said Staff Economist
Jonathan Williams. “That has led many
to ask why prices have been rising in
recent months.”
Econ 101 teaches that prices, including gas prices, are set by supply and
demand. But as one recent Tax Foundation analysis shows, a significant portion
of retail gas prices consumers pay at the
pump is due to local, ¢state and federal
gasoline taxes.

Where Are Gas Taxes Highest?
Ten highest gas taxes per gallon
WA
49.4¢
OR
42.4¢

NV
51.9¢
CA
60¢

ND
41.4¢

MT
46.2¢
ID
43.4¢

WY
32.4¢

AZ
36.4¢

MN
40.4¢

CO
40.4¢

NM
36.4¢

IA
40.1¢

KS
43.4¢
OK
35.4¢

TX
38.4¢
AK
26.4¢

WI
51.3¢

SD
42.5¢
NE
44.6

UT
42.9¢

VT
38.4¢

MO
36¢

AR
40.1¢

NY
62.9¢

MI
52.4¢

IL
IN
54.6¢ 48¢

OH
46.4¢

KY
36.9¢

PA
49.5¢

WV
VA
45.4¢ 37.7¢

TN
39.8¢
AL
MS
37.2¢ 38.7¢

NH
39¢

NC
45.8¢
SC
35.2¢

ME
45.8¢
MA
41.9¢
RI
49.4¢
CT
53.9¢
DE
NJ
41.4¢ 32.9¢
MD
41.9¢
DC
38.4¢

GA
41.2¢

LA
38.4¢
FL
49.8¢

HI
60.1¢

Source: American Petroleum Institute, Tax Foundation.

“Taxes are
an oftenoverlooked
component
of retail gas
prices.”

“The federal gas tax alone equals 18.4
cents for every gallon purchased,” said
Williams. “Taxes are an often-overlooked component of retail gas prices.”

Story of Gas Taxes

The federal government imposed the
first federal gas tax in 1932. It began as
a temporary levy with a rate of just one
penny per gallon. But as is often the
case, it was soon expanded and made
permanent.
According to the new analysis, less than
a decade after it was first levied, the
Revenue Act of 1941 made the federal
gas tax permanent and boosted the rate
to 1.5 cents per gallon to help fund

the war effort. A decade later in 1951,
the tax was raised again to 2 cents per
gallon to assist in the funding of the
Korean War.
When President Eisenhower’s plan
for an interstate highway system was
launched, the federal gas tax was
raised to 4 cents per gallon in 1959.
As recently as 1981, the federal gas tax
remained at 4 cents per gallon. Significant tax increases in 1982, 1990 and
1993 increased the federal gas tax by
14.4 cents per gallon, or 360 percent
from 1981 levels.

State Gas Taxes Matter

In 1919, Oregon became the first state
in the nation to place a tax on gasoline.
All 50 states have subsequently adopted
their own gas taxes.
“According to the Energy Information
Administration the average state gas
tax is 20.8 cents per gallon this year,”
said Williams. “In addition to state
taxes, consumers often pay local gas
taxes as well.”
Today, the combined burden of federal,
state and local gas taxes costs American drivers an average of 45.9 cents on
every gallon purchased. In some states
the combined taxes exceed 60 cents
for every gallon purchased. According to data from the U.S. Department
of Transportation, that amounts to an
annual gas tax burden of roughly $1,084
per family of four.
“In these times of concern over high gas
prices,” said Williams, “American consumers should remember that gasoline
taxes have a significant impact on the
amount they spend at the pump.”
View the full analysis, “Local, State and
Federal Gas Taxes Consume 45.9 Cents
Per Gallon on Average,” online at
www.taxfoundation.org.
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America’s Tax Base
(continued from
page 1)

What Do We Tax?

The new study starts with the broadest
income tax base available—“personal
income” as defined by the Bureau of Economic Analysis—and shows how various
credits, deductions and exemptions whittle
away that base, pushing up tax rates.
“This year, Americans
will earn $10.2 trillion
in personal income,”
said Fleenor. “If that
were used as the nation’s
tax base, we could raise
the $912 billion raised
by the current system
with a single rate of just
9 percent.” Instead, the
current system requires
six rates ranging from 10
percent to 35 percent.

The Shrinking Tax Base

“While some
might argue
that a shrinking tax base
is good… the
new study
shows how
it forces up
tax rates for
everyone and
leads to costly
distortions in
the economy.”

Three factors are most responsible
for America’s shrinking tax base.
First are credits, deductions and
exemptions, which carve out the
largest portion. These include provisions like the $1,000-per-child tax
credit, the deduction for home mortgage interest, and the deduction for
charitable gifts. In total, they shrink
the tax base by $2.9 trillion, or 28
percent of total income.
The next largest slice comes from untaxed transfers and employee benefits,
such as the value of unemployment
benefits and employer-provided health
insurance. In total, they reduce the
tax base by $1.7 trillion, or roughly 17
percent of total income.
Finally, the last portion of the tax base is
carved out by those who aren’t required
to file tax returns, and those who don’t
report their income correctly—or who
evade taxes for criminal reasons. In total,
this shrinks the tax base by $1.5 trillion or
15 percent of income.
“Taken together, these three factors
remove roughly $6 trillion from the tax
base,” said Fleenor. “That amounts to
$20,550 for every man, woman and child
in the United States.”

How America’s Shrinking Income Tax Base…
Personal Income*
$34,340
Credits, deductions
& exemptions
($9,647)
Untaxed transfers
& employee benefits
($5,677)
Unreported income
& income of non-filers
($5,677)

Income taxed under
the current system
AMT
$294

$13,789
*all figures 2005 per capita estimates

…Requires Higher Rates for Everyone
Current Tax Base

With Tax Reform

40%
of income

Current Tax Rates
10%
15%
25%
28%
33%
35%

100%
of income

Rate Possible with Tax Reform

9%

Higher Rates Required

While some might argue that a shrinking tax base is good—after all, it means
fewer things are being taxed—the new
study shows how it forces up tax rates
for everyone and leads to costly distortions in the economy.
According to Fleenor, widening the
current tax base to include all personal
income could lower the nation’s current effective income tax rate from 19.5
percent down to just 9 percent—a 54
percent reduction.
“Narrow tax bases and high rates lower
the standard of living for all Americans,”
said Fleenor. “For that reason, the President’s Tax Reform Panel should place a
high priority on broadening the federal
income tax base.”

Read the full study, “Taxing More, Taking Less: How Broadening the Federal Tax Base Can
Reduce Income Tax Rates” online at www.taxfoundation.org.
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What’s a Fair
Tax System?

“The biggest threat
to tax reform…
is the growing
gulf between
those Americans
who are paying
no income taxes
and the shrinking
number of folks
who are paying

(The following remarks are excerpted from
President Scott A. Hodge’s remarks at a
September 9 panel on tax fairness held at the
National Press Club in Washington, D.C.)
I’d like to share with you a few thoughts on
tax fairness and the work of the Tax Foundation in pulling the onion layers away
from tax data and, as we call it, “Putting a
Face on America’s Tax Returns.”
I think serious discussion over the economic
benefits of tax reform
will last all of about
seven minutes. It will
then be replaced by a
blizzard of reports looking at the distributional
effects of whatever
reform is put forward.
Most likely what we
will see are reports
showing that tax reform
will hurt the poor and
benefit the rich.
But I think we ought to be extremely
cautious about using distributional
tables to drive tax policy. These classbased reports actually impair rather
than help our ability to understand
good tax policy.

Distributional Analysis Flawed

First, by lumping unique individuals
into sterile quintiles we vastly oversimplify the effects of tax changes. Second,
distributional analysis does not account
for the vast demographic changes that
have been happening in the United
States over the past 30 years that require us to reassess our notions of class
distinctions. Lastly, distributional analysis does not account for the fact that
America has become polarized between
a growing class of Americans who pay
no income taxes and a shrinking class of
Americans who bear the entire burden.

The top 20 percent of Americans pay
more than 80 percent of the income
taxes. If the goal of tax reform is to
broaden the base and lower the rates,
we’re in a political conundrum. How
can you achieve that without bringing
many non-payers back onto the rolls
and increasing their taxes? How can
you lower rates without “cutting taxes
for the rich”? There’s no easy answer.
The biggest threat to tax reform—and
also our democratic institutions—is the
growing gulf between those Americans
who are paying no income taxes and
the shrinking number of folks who are
paying the bill. In 2004 roughly 43 million tax filers will actually have zero tax
liability after taking advantage of credits and deductions. That’s a 50 percent
increase over the last four years, and a
160 percent increase since 1985.

Tax Policy Not Social Policy

I think most economists agree that
tax policy should be used as a means
of raising revenue for programs while
doing the least harm to the economy as
possible. Tax policy should not be a tool
for social policy to punish some groups
or enrich others.
It’s clear, however, that our nation’s
attempt to use progressive tax rates to
make the wealthy pay more while using
targeted tax measures to reduce the
burden on the middle class has actually created two Americas—payers and
non-payers. And within this bifurcated
America are the seeds for social conflict
and the undermining of our democratic
institutions.
Read more about the “Putting a Face on America’s
Tax Returns” project at www.taxfoundation.org.

the bill.”
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From Our Archives:
America’s First Tax Form

Our Economists
in the News

Ever wonder what the first IRS 1040 form looked like?
With just four pages and a single page of instructions, the
original 1040 form required only one thing today’s forms
don’t: math knowledge. The 1913 form lists individual tax
rates and brackets, allowing taxpayers to calculate their tax
liability the old fashioned way—as opposed to looking it up
in a pre-calculated table or clicking an option box in their
tax-preparation software.

Wall Street Journal, “Spend Less,
Grow More”
New York Times, “For Some, Tax Cut
on Investment Income Not as
Sweet as Advertised”
Financial Times, “Supreme Court
to rule on state tax incentives
to business”
MSN Money, “Taxes soar along
with home prices”
Detroit News, “Granholm should fix
tax code, not spar with critics”
Denver Post, “One state left behind”
Orange County Register, “Try carrot
instead of stick”
Houston Chronicle, “They hope
their family business can survive
estate tax”
San Diego Union Tribune, “Prop. 76
sides invoke specter of taxes”
Boston Globe, “Shoppers pant
when tax takes a breather”
Bloomberg, “How a Hated Tax May
Prove to Be Reformers’ Friend”
St. Petersburg Times, “Adjust the
alternative minimum tax”
New York Sun, “Goodbye, Governor”
Business Week, “A Housing Boom
Built on Folly”
AARP Bulletin, “The Big Squeeze”
Please visit our Press Room at
www.taxfoundation.org/press/
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Supreme Court Agrees With
Tax Foundation Amicus Brief
In a victory for sound tax policy in the
courts, the U.S. Supreme Court agreed
with an amicus brief filed by the Tax
Foundation regarding the case of DaimlerChrysler v. Cuno—a Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals ruling that invalidated
an Ohio investment tax credit.
“This is good news for taxpayers and the
states,” said Staff Attorney Chris Atkins.
“We hope the Court will bring some clarity to this area of the law and affirm the
principle that states are free to develop
their own business climates so long as
they do not discriminate against out-ofstate taxpayers.”
Under the Cuno ruling, the affected states
within the Sixth Circuit would be disadvantaged compared with other states.
Additionally, the Cuno decision did

not preserve the idea of tax competition
among the states.
The Tax Foundation usually advises
against targeted tax relief packages like
the Ohio provision at issue in Cuno. But
because the right of states to shape their
intrastate tax climate must be preserved,
the Foundation’s amicus brief argued that
the Supreme Court should review and
overturn the ruling.
“The Commerce Clause of the Constitution was designed to encourage competition, including tax competition, between
the states,” said Atkins. “We applaud the
Court’s decision to hear the case.”
Read the Tax Foundation’s amicus brief
online at www.taxfoundation.org/publications/
show/955.html.

Making Taxes Simple: How the Home Mortgage
Interest Deduction Makes Society Poorer
The home mortgage interest deduction may be politically popular,
but economists almost uniformly oppose it.
Why? Simple: by giving a tax subsidy to housing, the home mortgage
interest deduction distorts investment decisions toward houses and
away from assets like factories and equipment that are often more
productive at the margin. That makes workers less productive, and
ultimately lowers wages and makes society poorer.
A recent Government Accountability Office report made the case
against the mortgage interest deduction this way:
Economists generally agree that the favorable treatment of owneroccupied housing… distorts investment in the economy, resulting
in too much investment in housing and too little business investment. The consequence of this is that businesses invest less in
productivity-enhancing technology. This in turn results in employees receiving lower wages because increases in employee wages are
generally tied to increases in productivity.
How much does the home mortgage interest deduction cost the U.S.
economy in lost efficiency? According to recent studies, a lot.
According to one summary of estimates, the cost of the home mortgage interest deduction may be as large as 1 percent of GDP. At
roughly $117 billion per year, that’s more than the annual revenues
of Coca Cola, FedEx, Dupont, Alcoa and Goldman Sachs combined.
Fall 2005 •



Lower Taxes
for You,
Better Tax
Policy for
America

Make a charitable stock gift
to the Tax Foundation
How can you support sound tax policy
and also lower your own tax burden? By
making a charitable gift of stock to the
Tax Foundation.
Gifting appreciated stock directly to
the Tax Foundation helps leverage your
charitable giving dollars. Not only do
you avoid paying capital gains tax, but
you may also be entitled to a full tax
deduction for the value.

How Giving Stock Maximizes Your Charitable Gift*
Stock gift

Sell stock,
then give cash

Value of stock (1,000 shares at $50 per share)

$50,000

$50,000

Capital gain

$40,000

$40,000

$0

-$6,000

$50,000

$44,000

$17,500

$15,400

$26,500

$34,600

Capital gains taxes paid (15%)
Value of gift to Tax Foundation
Federal income taxes saved
Cost to you of gift

(Gift value, minus capital gains tax and income tax savings)

Here’s how it works: Mr. Jones wants
to give 1,000 shares of stock to the Tax
Foundation. The stock currently sells
for $50 per share, making it a $50,000
gift. Mr. Jones originally paid $10 per
share for the stock.
Mr. Jones can either sell the stock and
donate the proceeds, or he can transfer
the stock to the Tax Foundation. If he
sells the stock first, he’ll pay capital
gains tax on his $40 gain per share, reducing the size of his gift. But by transferring the stock to the Tax Foundation
instead, he can donate the full $50,000
and avoid capital gains tax entirely.
Also, depending on his tax situation,
he may be able to deduct the full value
of the charitable stock gift from federal
income taxes. In this way, giving stock
lets Mr. Jones give more and feel the
impact less.
To learn more about making an end-of-theyear stock gift to the Tax Foundation, please
contact Julie Burden, Director of Development, at (202) 464-5102.

*Assumes a 15% long-term capital gains tax rate and 35% federal income tax rate where the donor
is eligible to write the gift off against their income. These examples do not reflect the true and total cost
to every donor. Please consult your attorney or accountant before making any tax-related decisions.

Join Us: 68th National

Conference and Annual Dinner
Register today for the Tax Foundation’s 68th anniversary celebration
at our National Conference and Annual Dinner, both held Thursday,
November 17, 2005 in Washington, D.C.
The conference is titled, “The U.S. Corporate Income Tax: Economic and
Competitive Issues,” and will be held in the Cannon Caucus Room of the
Cannon House Office Building on Capitol Hill. The event is followed by
our Annual Dinner, featuring our silent auction and presentation of our
Distinguished Service Awards. This year’s awards will be presented to
Charles Rossotti, former IRS Commissioner, and Sidney Taurel, Chairman
and CEO of Eli Lilly and Co.
Seats are still available—reserve your place today by calling
(202) 464-5102 or visiting www.taxfoundation.org/events/.
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